King-Hughes Fasteners Corporation

Gabion Fastening Solutions
Description:
The 11 gauge gabion ring is available in a variety of materials and
can increase profits through decreased installation times. The ring
fasteners install faster than the traditional hand lacing method. The
fasteners also increase overall strength when installed at proper 46” spacing. Installations using the ring fasteners also create a more
esthetically appealing appearance which creates higher overall
quality.
Specifications of Rings:
Tensile Strength: 220,000 to 270,000 psi (1520 to 1870 N/mm^2)
Wire Types: Galvanized, Stainless, GalFan
Quantity per Box: 1,600 rings

Pneumatic

Type description:
Magazine capacity:
Operating pressure:
Air consumption/operation:
Inner hose diam. required:
Sound level @ workstation:
Weight:

C1511 pneumatic tool
120 rings
100 psi (0.69 Nmm^2)
5 cu. inch (0.14 cu. meter)
3/8” (9.5mm)
d = 82 dB
14.65 lbs. (6.65 kg)

The C1511 pneumatic tool offers the utmost
speed and efficiency when it comes to gabion
basket installation. Due to its relative light
weight and speed, using the C1511 over
conventional lacing and spirals, you will see a
decrease in installation times by nearly 50%.

Open: 1-1/2”” Crown (1.500” / 38.10mm)
Closed: 9/16” Diameter (0.5625” / 14.29mm)
Wire: 11 gauge (0.120” / 3.048mm)

Manual

Type description:
Magazine capacity:
Tool Length:
Opening angle:
Inner hose diam. required:
Sound level @ workstation:
Weight:

SC50HP manual plier
40 rings
28.00” (71.12cm)
80 degrees
n/a
n/a
9.00 lbs. (4.08 kg)

The SC50HP manual plier is available as an
alternative to the pneumatic. It is beneficial
when you are on smaller jobs where a
compressor is not practical. It is also great in
tight spots where the C1511 just will not fit. This
is a good backup tool for any jobsite.
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